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1. In the usual definition of an inductive limit of locally convex spaces, one is given a
linear space E, a family (£a) of locally convex spaces and a set (/„) of linear maps from Ex into E.
Garling in [2] studies an extension of this, looking at absolutely convex subsets Sa of Ea and
restrictions ja of /„ to such sets. If, in the definition of Garling [2, p. 3], each Sa is instead a
balanced semiconvex set, then the finest linear (not necessarily locally convex) topology on E
for which the maps ja are continuous, will be referred to as the generalized *-inductive limit
topology of the semiconvex sets. This topology is our object of study in the present paper;
we find applications in the closed graph theorem.

2. The lemma on page 3 of [2] allows Garling to restrict attention to behaviour at the
origin on the absolutely convex sets; Lemma 6.1 of [5] is a suitable replacement for our
situation. An analogue of Theorem 2 of [2] can be proved and so also can the analogue of
[5, Proposition 2.8, Corollary]. As in [2, p. 16, Example A], any separated almost convex
ultrabornological space [5, Definitions 2.2 and 4.1] has a generalized *-inductive limit topology
(see [5, p. 303, paragraph 1]).

Let E be a linear space of uncountable dimension. Let x(E, E*) and s, respectively,
denote the finest locally convex topology and the finest linear topology on E. As the bounded
subsets of (E, z(E, E*)) and (E, s) are contained in finite-dimensional linear subspaces,
T(E, E*) and s induce the same topology on bounded sets. By [2, p. 16, Example A or B],
(E, x(E, E*)) is the generalized inductive limit of a family of absolutely convex bounded sets.
Clearly (E, s) is the generalized *-inductive limit of this family. Since, by [9, Theorem 3.1],
T(£, £*) is strictly coarser than s, we deduce that the complete separated bornological space
(E, T(E, E*)) does not have a generalized *-inductive limit topology of bounded subsets. We
also see from this example that the dual of a complete separated locally convex space under the
topology of compact convergence need not be a generalized *-inductive limit space. However,
in view of [2, Proposition 5 and p. 16, Example B], the dual of a Frechet space under the
topology of compact convergence has a generalized *-inductive limit topology, and so has any
DF-space because of [2, p. 16, Example C].

The notion of a countably quasi-u.b. space, where u.b. is used as an abbreviation for
ultra-barrelled, is introduced in [6, p. 609]. Such a space is called an ultra-DF space if it has
a fundamental sequence of bounded sets. It follows from [6, Proposition 3.1] that the strong
dual of any metrizable locally convex space is an ultra-DF space. The strict *-inductive limit
of a sequence of separated ultra-DF spaces is ultra-DF. (To prove this, use the analogue
for *-inductive limits of Theorem 2 (2) of [2], and [6, Theorem 3.1].)

PROPOSITION 2.1. For each positive integer i, let <%t be a base of balanced neighbourhoods
of the origin in a linear topological space (£,, T,). Suppose that St is a balanced semiconvex
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subset of Et and that (E, x) is the generalized *-inductive limit of (Sj) by one-to-one maps tt.
Then the family of sets

n g l i = l

as Ui varies over "U^ is a base of neighbourhoods of the origin in (£, x).

Proof. Cf [5, Proposition 2.2].

PROPOSITION 2.2. If an ultra-DF space (£, x) has a fundamental sequence (Sn) of balanced
bounded sets such that, for some fixed k^2 and all n, S1,, + Sn £ kSn, then (E, T) necessarily has
a generalized ^-inductive limit topology.

Proof. Let (Sn) be such a sequence; we may assume that it is increasing. Let x' be its
generalized *-inductive limit topology.

For each m = 0, 1, 2 , . . . , let Um be a balanced r'-neighbourhood such that Um+1 +
Tjm+i s rjm B y prOpOSition 2.1, we may suppose that Um is of the form

n g l i = l

where each 17/" is a balanced i-neighbourhood, and the sequence (C/J": m = 0,1, 2,...) may
be so chosen that

We are going to construct a bornivorous ultrabarrel W° £ C/° of type (a) in (£, T) (see
[6, p. 609] for definition) and, since (E, x) is countably quasi-u.b., it will follow that U° is a
T-neighbourhood. We shall construct W" £ U" for each n.

With n fixed, write U for U" and U' for £/"+1, so that U'+ U' £ U; write Vt for U"t
 + l

and VI for [7?+2, so that V; + Vt' £ K,. Thus f/and C7' are r'-neighbourhoods and Vt, V,' are
r-neighbourhoods, and 5,n Ff £ [/' for all i. Put

r = fc"", Wt = (rSJnU' + Vi' and W= f] Wt.

If xe W, then xer5j for some i, since £ = (J rSt; hence, to show that W £ C/, it is enough

to show that (rS^Wi^U for all i. Now W, £ (rSf)n C/' + V( and so, if Are
x = y+z, where ye(rS^nU' and zeK,. Hence jc-jerfc5( £ 5, and so zeS.-nKfE U'.
Hence xe C/. Now to show that W is bornivorous, we show that W absorbs each S,. First
(r5j)nt/' absorbs S, and, for; ^ /, (rS,)nU' £ (rSj)nW £ JF;, so that f) JV, absorbs 5,. For

y < i, V'j £ ^ and V'j is a t-neighbourhood, and therefore f] Wj also absorbs St.
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Recall that, for each n, we put U' = Un+1 and V,' for U?+2. If we label such Wt as Wf,
then

and thus

Examples of (£, T) covered by Proposition 2.2 include locally convex ultra-DF spaces
and locally bounded spaces. If Hx is the strong dual of a metrizable locally convex space and
N2 is a separated locally bounded space that is not locally convex, then the product space
C = WjX/ / 2 as well as the *-direct sum [5, p. 288] of countably many copies of G satisfies the
restrictions on (£, T) (Use [5, Proposition 2.6]). We cannot as yet prove this result for almost
convex ultra-DF spaces.

3. Let (£, £) be a separated linear topological space (abbreviated to l.t.s. in future) and
B a sequentially complete balanced semiconvex bounded subset of (E, £). We shall denote by
£B the complete separated locally bounded topology on the linear span EB of B with the
sequence (n~1B: n = 1, 2, . . . ) of sets as a base of neighbourhoods of the origin. Notice that
£B is finer than the ^-induced topology on Eg. Throughout this section, (£, T) is the *-inductive
limit of separated l.t.s. (£„, ra) by linear maps tx, where each Ex is spanned by a ^-sequentially,
complete balanced semiconvex bounded set Sa.

Let The a pointwise bounded set of continuous linear maps from (E, T) into an l.t.s. H.
If V is a closed balanced neighbourhood of the origin in H, then T~\V) = f] t~\V) is an

ultrabarrel in (£, T). This implies that t~\T~l(V)) is an ultrabarrel in (£„ xa), and, by an
application of Lemma 5.1 of [5], each set Tota(Sx) is bounded in H. (Cf [8, 12.4].)

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let a separated l.t.s. (F, ̂ ) be the generalized ^-inductive limit of a
sequence (Cn) of sequentially complete bounded subsets of(Fn, £„). If T is a pointwise bounded
set of linear maps from (E, T) into (F, £,) such that the graph of each member of T is closed in
(E, T) x (F, 0, then each set Totx(SJ is bounded in (F, £,)•

Proof. We may suppose that Fn is the linear span of Cn. Write r\n for £Cn and T, for TOSIX.

If (F, rj) is the *-inductive limit of (Fn, nn), then r\ is finer than £,. It is sufficient to prove the
proposition for the situation where (E, T) is separated and spanned by some sequentially
complete balanced semiconvex bounded set S. In this case, write T0 for TS. If t is in T, the
graph of / is closed in (E, T0) X (F, tj). By Theorem 4.2 of [4] then, the map t: (E, T0) -»• (F, n)
is continuous. The result now follows from the remark preceding the statement of the
proposition.

It is easily verified that the examples given in this paper of spaces with generalized
•-inductive limit topologies satisfy the restriction imposed on (E, T) if sequentially complete.
Using the non-locally convex analogue of Theorem 2(2) of [2], we deduce from Proposition 3.1
that, if (£, T) is the generalized *-inductive limit of an increasing sequence (Sn) of complete
bounded sets, where the topology of Sn coincides with that induced by Sn+i, then the set Tis
uniformly bounded on bounded sets. In particular, a closed linear map from such (£, T) into
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(F, ^) is bounded. However, if G is the dual of a Frechet space and A and n, respectively, are
the topology on G of compact convergence and the strong topology, the identity map from
(G, A) into (G, n) is closed but need not be continuous. Also, since (G, A) need not be quasi-
barrelled, the set Tin Proposition 3.1 need not be equicontinuous, even if each member of T
is continuous.

In addition to our original restriction on (E, t), we shall in the following result assume that
(E, T) is the generalized *-inductive limit of

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (F, E) be a separated l.t.s. in which every closed bounded set is compact.
If every linear map with a closed graph from any complete separated locally bounded space into
(F, £) is bounded, then a linear map f from (E, T) into (F, <!;) is continuous if its graph is closed.

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we assume that (E, T) is separated and spanned
by some sequentially complete balanced semiconvex bounded set S, and write T0 for TS.

The graph of / i s necessarily closed in (E, T0) X (F, £), and therefore the closure C of/(5)
in (F, 0 is compact, being bounded. Also, because the graph of / i s closed in (£, T) X (F, <!;),
for some separated linear topology X, say, on F coarser than £, the m a p / : (is1, T) —> (F, A) is
continuous. The identity map (C, £) -• (C, A), being continuous, is a homeomorphism. There-
fore the restriction o f / t o (S, T) -> (F, £) is continuous. This implies t h a t / : (E, T) -• (F, £) is
continuous, since (E, T) is the generalized *-inductive limit of (Sa).

The above result is not true if (E, T) is as in Proposition 3.1. For, let H be the dual of a
reflexive Banach space of infinite dimension and A and fi, respectively, the weak topology on H
and the topology of compact convergence. The identity map from (H, A) into (H, n) is closed
but not continuous. The space {H, n) satisfies the conditions on (F, 0 in Proposition 3.2;
(H, A) is spanned by an absolutely convex compact set and is the inductive limit of (H, A) by
the identity map (H, A) -»H.

In Proposition 3.2, (F, £) could be the generalized *-inductive limit of an increasing
sequence of compact sets, by Proposition 3.1, or a Montel-Frechet or LF space, or a sequence
space /(/)„) of [1, Corollary 2.3] or the strict *-inductive limit [5, p. 290] of a sequence of such
spaces (See Theorem 4.2 of [4]). The space (E, T) could be a separated sequentially complete
almost convex ultrabornological space or the dual of a Frechet space under the topology of
compact convergence or the type in Proposition 2.2, provided that it is sequentially complete.
If, in addition, (E, T) is locally convex (in which case it has a generalized inductive limit
topology in the sense of [2]), then, by [10], (F, £) could be any of the distribution spaces
8, S', 9, 2', y, 9", &M, O'M, <9C, <9'c. A different technique is employed in [3] to obtain a
similar result where (E, x) is the generalized inductive limit of compact sets.

PROPOSITION 3.3. If(F,^) is any of the above ten distribution spaces or a reflexive Frechet
or LF space and (E, T) is the strong dual of a metrizable locally convex space, then a closed
linear map t from (E, T) into (F, £) is necessarily continuous.

Proof. If l;0 is the weak topology associated with £, the graph of t must be closed in
(£, T) x (F, <!;<,), by [8, 17.1]. Therefore the map / : (£, T) -> (F, £0) is continuous, and, by
[8, 21.43], the result then follows.

Notice that, in the above, (E, T) need not be barrelled.
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The closed graph theorem does not hold for linear maps from is into Fif E is a u.b. space
(See [6, p. 609]) and Fis the generalized *-inductive limit of a sequence of complete absolutely
convex bounded sets. To see this, let (//, n) be an incomplete separated inductive limit of an
increasing sequence of Banach linear subspaces. By taking for our defining sets scalar multiples
of the unit balls in the Banach spaces, one can express {H, rj) as the generalized *-inductive
limit of some sequence of complete absolutely convex bounded sets. As (H, tf) is u.b. [5,
Theorem 3.2, Corollary 2] but not incomplete, there is a separated u.b. topology /i, say, on
H coarser than t) [4, Proposition 2.3]. The identity map from (H, /i) into (H, q) is not con-
tinuous, though it has a closed graph. We do not know if the closed graph theorem holds for
linear maps from u.b. spaces to generalized *-inductive limits of sequences of compact sets.
We now introduce a class of spaces for which this result is true. The idea is to generalize
the notion of an ultrabarrel in a way similar to that in which the concept of a barrel is extended
in [7].

4. Let B be a suprabarrel in an l.t.s. E and (Ba) a defining sequence for B [5, Definition 3.1].
Suppose that, for each m, Bm contains some [j A™, where A™ is a closed balanced subset of

ngl

E and (J A™ is absorbent. We shall call such a B an Fa-ultrabarrel. An l.t.s. E is known as an

Fa-u.b. space if, in E, every F0-ultrabarrel is a neighbourhood of the origin.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let a separated l.t.s. (F, £) be the generalized *-inductive limit of an

increasing sequence (Cn) of compact subsets. If E is an Fa-u.b. space, then a linear map tfrom E
into (F, £) is continuous if its graph is closed.

Proof. Let V be a balanced ^-neighbourhood in F. As each Cn is ^-bounded, rn Cn £ V
for some positive real number rn. The set [j rn Cn is absorbent in F, since \J Cn = F. If the

graph of t is closed in E x (F, <!;), there is a separated linear topology X, say, on F coarser than
£ such that the map t: E->(F, X) is continuous. Each rn Cn being ^-compact is A-compact
and thus closed in (F, X). One shows in this way that V is an Fff-ultrabarrel in (F, Xs), and, from
the continuity of the map / : E -> (F, X), t ~'( K) is then an F^-ultrabarrel in the Fa-u.b. space E.
Thus t~1(V) is a neighbourhood in E, and this gives the result.

An l.t.s. E of the second category is necessarily an Fff-u.b. space. For, if B is an F^-ultra-
barrel in £,with (Bn) as a defining sequence, then Bt contains some [j A\. As this is absorbent,

E = (J mA),, and, since E is of the second category, there are positive integers M, N such

that the interior (with respect to E) ofMAj^ is not empty. From this, one shows that A^+AX
N £ B

is a neighbourhood of the origin. One can prove that a *-inductive limit of Fff-u.b. spaces is
an Fo-u.b. space. In particular, an LF space or the *-direct sum of any family of complete
metric linear spaces is an F^-u.b. space.

Clearly, any Fo-u.b. space is u.b. But not every u.b. space is an Fff-u.b. space. To show
this, in view of [5, p. 299, paragraph 2], it is sufficient to prove that an Fff-u.b. space H with a
fundamental sequence (Dn) of closed balanced bounded sets is ultrabornological. If B is a
suprabarrel in H with a defining sequence (Bn) of bornivorous sets, then, for each n, there is a
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sequence (SJJ,: m = 1, 2,...) of positive real numbers such that \J S"mDm^ Bn. Thus B is a

neighbourhood in H, being an Fff-ultrabarrel. By [5, Lemma 4.1 ] then, H is ultrabornological.
Proposition 4.1 is however true for some E not an Fo-u.b. space. Since (F, £) is complete,

if Go is a dense linear topological subspace of G, then the closed graph theorem holds for linear
maps from G into (F, )̂ if it holds for linear maps from Go into (F, £). Thus, if £\ is as in
[5, p. 299, paragraph 2], any closed linear map from El into (F, <!;) is continuous.

The authors wish to thank the referee for helpful suggestions.
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